To access the content of the course, click on the content option in the course menu tab.
Table of contents

The table of contents gives an overview of all available modules for the course. Some instructors may have dates and other restrictions set to unlock modules at a specified time within the course.
Modules

The courses are organized by modules, in the modules you will see Module description, HTML files, Links to Discussions, Dropboxes, Quizzes, etc. It is just like a chapter in a book.
Module - Sub-modules

Instructors sometimes divide modules into sub-modules to further organize learning objectives and tasks.
Module Description

This states what the student should accomplish through the module and explains the content of the module.

You can download all files within this module.

Describes the module and what the student should accomplish.
Progress bar

This shows your progress in each module and is based on links that a student has visited with in the course.
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Objectives:
1.
2.
Activities
Read: Syllabus
Watch: Video
Complete: Sample document 1
View: Section 1 & 2
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- The progress bar indicates how much content you have completed within...
- A circle indicates that you have not viewed the material.
HTML Files

HTML files have a green "world" icon.
URL links

Instructor may use resources from the internet or video lectures that they have created and uploaded. These links could be videos, blogs, podcast or any resource that the instructor may have found suitable. URL links will have an "orange" icon.
Discussions

Modules may have an online discussion board that is required. In a discussion students and the Instructor share ideas, questions and resources with each other.

Instructions for the discussion can be found in the discussion forum or topic area.

The "Speech bubble" icon indicates a discussion is available.
Dropbox

In a module there may be assignments that need to be uploaded.

A dropbox allows you to upload files to share with your instructor.
WMU E-Reserves

E-Reserves links are connected to the WMU resources designated by an Instructor.

You may find articles, links to videos or websites and other scanned documents that are required for your course.